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IMTRODUCTION
The problea of neutron transport is basically concerned with randoa eventso The aost that can be said about any given interaction is the probability for the various kinds of events. In nany of these events, the outcome (i.e., direction of neutron scattering and eaergent energies) can be specified only in terns of probability dis- The output of the Monte (^rlo eode will be as follows:
The average flux in each region for each neutron energy group.
The resonance escape probability.
The thermal utilization.
The fast fission effect.
5o
The neutron regeneration fcctor, yj o
6.
The infinite neutron multiplication factor.
7.
The statistical uncertainty for each of the above parameters.
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2. number C is chosen. If j! > W , the history is terminated and the c tallies made. If ^ £i W , the history is continued, but the weight c is increased by multiplying by 1/W . Thus, histories are regenerated n c times with probability W . For coding purposes, the procedure is altered c somewhat. After each collision, a random nuaber is chosen and tested against the actual weight W*.
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If ^ > W*, the history is terminated and the tallies made.
If ( < W', the weight is increased to W and the history is continued.
The optimum value of W is approximately unity, and it has been shown that both procedures are statistically correct.
QEOMETBY
In general, surfaces of the following forms can be recognized: 
X. Sele<ption from the Bvaporation Model Spectrum
The probability distribution is dp<B) m 01 9'^^ The sum of two random logarithms has the distribution P(x) -f e-^ e-^'-^^ dY -xe-* .
Jo
The sum of two numbers each distributed as e^ has the distribution required.
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